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NEGATIVE THRUST AND TORQUE CE3RACTERISTICS
NIETAL PROPELLER

By EDWINP. HAETMAN

OF AN ADJUSTABLE-PITCH

SUMMARY

l’hh paper prtwnts the results of a series of negaiive
thrwt and torque mamuremtmtsmude with a 4 foot
diameter model of a conventimud aluminum-alloy
propel+r. The te8t8were made in the Wgoot ~Opd?&’-
rtwurch tunnel of tha NatM Advisory Committeefor
Aeronutiti.

The propeller was te.deo?for thnd and torque through
a Mz&-angle range from W“ to –,??$Oat 0.76 radim
and a V/nDrangefrom zero to injinity, while mownted
in front oj a cowled radia.%giw nucella. With this
arrangementthe drag of thapropeller w ako meawred
through a Mu&an@ range from 0° to 90° while looked
in a vertical poMOn. Addi.tionul tesk were made &h
the propeller and nacelk locaied in two posiiti with
reepect to both a mmwplinw wing and a biplane cellule,
in which smaller rang~ of bhuie angles and values of
V/nD were covered.

The rewile show thd the negaiwe thrusth eoneidcrably
a$ected by the dupe and size of the body behind the
propeUer, that tlw maximum negative thrust incramw
wiih decrease in bladk-angh setting, and thd the drag
of a lockedprope.?lmmay be greally reduced ~feuthering
II inio the wind. Several taumplix of po88ib18applica-
tti of the data are given.

INTRODUCMON

Wind-tunnel tests of both model and fuhcale
propellers through the ordinary ranges of air velocity
and revolution speed have been quite extensive. Very
few tests of propellers operating under conditions of
negative thrust and torque have been made, however,
because conditions of negative thrust smd torque
are encountered’only in dives and fast glides and these
maneuvers in nonmilitary airplanes are relatively
unimportant. The recent development of the con-
trollable-pitch propeller has broadened the field of
use for negative propeller thrust and has therefore
created new interest in the subject.

In 1920, aEpart of a rather extensive research pro-
gram on wooden propellem, Durand and Ledey ob-

tained the negativMJu-ust characteristics of a series of
12 wooden propellers of varying pitch, bIade width,
and plan form. The details of these tests may be
found in reference 1. More recently the British have
obtained the negative thrust and torque characteristics
of a 4-bladed wooden propeller (reference 2).

Both of the above studies were narrowly limited
in range of blade anglea and were made without a
body. Their results are therefore only indirectly
applicable to flight problems.

In view of the trend in recent years toward the use
of metal propellem, it seemed advisable to obtain
some data on the negative thrust and torque of a
ecnvtmtional aluminum-alloy propeller. As the pro-
peller is usually mounted close to a fuselage and
engine, it was considered nkcesaxy to include tests
with bodies compmable to those found in actual
practice.

This report gives the thrust and torque character-
istics of a conventional adjustable-pitch metal propel-
ler throughout the complete V/nD range from V= Oto
n= O,and through a range of blade-angle settings from
22° to – 23° at 0.75 radius. The drag of a locked
propeller through a blade-angle range of 0° to 90°
at 0.75 radius i9 also given.

The greater part of this research comprises a series
of tests with the propeller mounted ahead of a dum+y
radial-engine nacelle without wings or fuselage.
Other teats, not so complete, were made with the
propeller and nacelle mounted in various positions
with respeot to a monoplane wing and also to a biplane
cellule.

Although the study is confined to one propeller and
relatively few- body shapes, it is believed that the
data given are sufficient to enable ‘designers to rpake
fairly accurate calculation in most casw.

APPAEATUSAND METHODS

The tests were made in the 20-foot propeller-research
tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautic. Details of the constriction and characteristics
of this tunnel arQgiven in reference 3.
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The engine-nacelle unit was composed of a 25-hor&e-
power direct-current motor enclosed in a sheefimetal
nacelle with a 4/9-scale wooden model of a Wright
J-5 9-cylinder engine mounted outside at the front.

(a) COWIHIy@nenacellewith propeller.

(b) Nadle mounted on monoplane wingIn pdtion L

(u)Nadle mount-don biplane edhle inrmitbd.
FIGOEEL—Nacelle a~.mk

The motor shaft projected through the nose of the
nacelle and drove a tractor propeller. In most of the
tests an N.A.CA. cowled nacelle was used. Figure
1(a) is a photograph of this nacelle mounted in testing
position. Full details and dimensionsmay be obtained.
from reference 4.

The propeller-nacelle unit was tested in two positions
with respect to a monoplane wing having a 15-foot
span, a 5-foot chord, and a maximum thickness of 1
foot. Reference 4 gives a table of ordinates for this
~ section, as well as photographs of thwe two mono-
plane-nacelle arrangements which are therein desig-
nated positions ‘(A” and” C.” The same designations
will be used in this report. Figure 1~) shows the
monoplane wing with nacelle in position A.

Two biplane-nacelle arrangements, designated posi-
tions “ 5“ and “9”, were also tasted. The biplane
celhde had the following dimensions: Span, both wings,
15 feet 10 inches; chord, both wings, 3 feet 2 inches;
gap, 3 feet; stagger, none; airfoil section, Clark Y. Fig-
ure 1(c) shows the position 9 arrangement.

The aluminum-alloy propeller used in these tests was
similar to a Navy 4412 9-foot propeller, and was 4
feet in diameter, corresponding in scale to the engine
and nacelle. Detailed dimensions of this propeller are
given in reference 5.

The motor w-asmade to act as an electrical brake
through the negativ~torque range, by means of Q
variable resistance in the armature circuit, the amount
of resistance determinh g the speed of revolution. The
field current was held constant at a predetermined
value and the armature current measured. The motor
having been previously calibrated both as a motor and
as a generator, the input or output power was easily
calculated.

The revolution speed of the propeller was measured
by a condenser-type electrical tachometer mounted on
the rear of the motor housing and connected by wires
to an indicating instrument on the floor below.

For the purpose of obtaining test points throughout
the full V/nD range, both the tunnel air speed and the
propeller revolution speed were varied through wide
ranges. The propeller speed varied from O to 3,500
r.p.m., and the tunnel air speed from O to 100 miles
per hour. As previously mentioned, the more com-
plete tests in this program were made with the cowled
nacelle alone, in which propeller blade-angle ranges of
22° to –23° with propeller free and 0° to 90° with
propeller locked were covered. Teats were also made
at two blade-angle settings with the hood of the
N.A.C.A. cowling removed and the engine cylinders
exposed. In all the tests made with the nacelle alone
the thrust line was parallel to the wind direction.

The propeller was tested at four blade angles, 22°,
17°, 12°, and 7° at 0.75 radius, with the nacelle in
position A, and at two bIade angks, 22° and 17° at
0.75 radius, with the nacelle in positions C, 5, and 9.
The latter thee teds were made at two anglea of
uttack, —5° and 0°, whereas all of the other teats in
this report were made at 0° only. The monoplane .
md biplane tests were limited to the negative thrust
md torque range.

In each teat the drag or thrust, torque, propeller
revolution speed, and air speed were determh.mdover
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the desired range from readings of the balancw, am-
meters, and manometer.

RESULTS

Two forum of coefficients were used in plotting these
data. In the majority of the tests the coefficients

T,
Tc=uFD Qand Qc=TP were used, siuca they are

better adapted to plotting in the range of high V/nD
values, where negative propeller thrust usually occurs.”
In the tests with the nacelle alone, however, where
the full range of V/nD was covered, it was found nec-

essaryto use the coefficients CT= Q
& ‘d ‘Q’p-lw

in the range of low V/nD values.
The significance of the units in these coefficient

forms is as follows:
T, thrust of propeller (tension in propeller

shaft)
AD, change in drag of the airplane due to pro-

peller slipstream
T,, effective thrust= T–AD
Q, aerodynamic torque. Negative torque is

defied as an air reaction upon the pro-
peller tending to tit the rotation.
Positive torque, which is the reaction
occurring in normal flight, tends to resist
rotation.

D, propeller diameter
n, revolutioti per unit of time
p, mass density of the air

all values being expressed in consistent units.
It is clear that one form of the coefficients given

may be changed ta the other by multiplying or dividing
by (V/nD)’.

FigUrea 2 and 3 represent the performance of a
propeller throughout the complete V/nD range and
through a large range of blade angk. The use of
both forms of the coefficient keeps the charts within
rensormble dimensions. A V/nD value of unity was
used as the point of transition from one form of
coefficient to the other because both have equal
values at that point.

Figure 4 was obtained by cross-plotting some of the
curves from figures 2 and 3, and repotting. It was
designed primarily as a worldng chart and covers
what might at this time be called the usable negative-
thrust range of blade angles and V/nD ratios. The
coefficients T. and Q were used exclusively in this
figure since their &nilaxity to a drag coefficient renders
them suitable for use in performance calculations.

Figures 5 and 6 present the results of the testi
with the monoplane wing, and figures 7 and 8 those
with the biplane celhde. Figure 9 shows the curves
for the propeller mounted on the nacelle alone both
with and without the engine cowling; and in figures
10 and 11 composite curves show the comparative

performance of the propeller with various wing-
nacelle combinations. The drag coefficient for w
locked propeller set at any blade angle between 0°
and 90° is given in figure 12.,.

DISCUSSION

The negative-thrust curves in this report are very
similar in shape to those given in references 1 and 2.-
On account of the small amount of available data on
negative propeller thrust, all comparisons are coniined
to the data given in this report.

The curves in figures 2 and 3 cover every condition
that an airplane would ever encounter in flight. On
the left halves of the charts in their normal positions
are plotted CT and (?Q,respectively, and on the right
halves the alternative coefficients T. and Q, respec-
tively. If it be desired to extend either set of coeffi-
cients beyond the center line, it is only necessary to
divide by the square of the abscissa.

The curves in iigure 4 are taken from figures 2 and
3. From them it appears that in the range of blade
angles covered in these tests, the maximum negative
thrust coefficient increases with a decrease in blade
angle. Inasmuch as the drag of an idling propeller
depends upon its speed of revolution, which in turn
depends upon the torque of the engine, it is essential
that curves of torque coefficients should be included
in any working chart. Congestion is avoided in this
chart by limiting the range of blade angles and nDJV
to that portion which is most likely to be of use.

The curves in figures 5 and 6, for the nacelle momted
on the monoplane wing, have the same general shape
as those for the nacelle alone, but show somewhat
lower values. Figure 6 indicates that small changes
in angle of attack have but slight effect on the pro-
p+.ler drag.

The results of the tests with the biplane arrange-
ments in figures 7 and 8 show no matarial differences
from the other test redts. The effect of removing
the cowling is indicated in figure k The curves show
that this eilect is not large, and also~ow that a differ-
ence in negative thrust coefficients is not always ac-
companied by a difference in the corresponding torque
Coeflicienta.

Figures 10 and 11 present a composite of curves
taken from the previous plots for the purpose of
comparing the results from various wing-nacelle
arrangements. These curves indicate that, in general,
the larger the obstruction and the closer its position
behind the propeller the less the negative thrust of the
propeller. The thrust and torque curves vary in
approximately the same manner. Considerable vmi-
ation in the VlnD for zero thrust is noted. It %
etident bm these charts that body effect must be
considered for accurate performance calculation.

The curve in iigure 12 shows that a remarkable
saving in drag may be eilected by feathe~ the
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blade of a locked propeller into the wind. The drag
coeilicient T. drops from 0.0227 at 22° to 0.0014 at
88°.

APPLICATIONS

Only recently has any attempt been made to put
negative propeller thrust to use. The development
and more general use of the controllable-pitch p~peller
have brought about a new interest in this subject, and
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tude rapidly, the dive speeds of modern airplanes have
reached such high values as to make it difFicult for
the pilot to maintain satisfactory control of his air-
plane. Jn such cases it is desirable to provide a means
by which the pilot, if he wishes, may reduce its terminal
velocity.

It has been proposed that the high drag of a propeller
set at low blade anglea be used to reduce terminal
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requests for negative-thrust data for aluminum-alloy
~propellers have become more frequent. Some of the

applications of the data are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

REDUCTION OF TERMINAL VELOCITY

Airplanes, particularly those used by the military
services, are frequently required to dive to terminal
veloci~ in order to carry out their specified missions.
Although the purpose of this maneuver is to lose alti-

velocities, both to provide better control in the dive
and to lessen the strain on both airplane and pilot in
the dive and the subsequent pull-out. This procedure,
of course, requires the use of a controllable-pitch
propeller.

Figure 13presentsgraphically the resultsof terminal-
velocity calculations for a conventional biplane. The
calculations were made using the data in figure 4;
as body or high-tip-speed effecti were not considered
no pretension to great accuracy is made. The short
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portions of the curves were calculated for the condition
where engine power was used to maintain the propeller
revolution speed at 2,2oo r.p.m. In this way the ter-
minal velocity is reduced much more than w-hen the
engine is fully throttled.

In making these calculations the equation used to
compute the terminal velocity was

VT, terminal velocity in feet per second
p, air densi@- in slugs per cubic foot.

A curve of friction torque plotted against revolution
speed of the engine is necessary for these cdcuIations.

An approximate method of making terminal-
velocity calculations is as follows:

1. Select a propeller-blade angle and diameter

-.az \ ‘ ‘\ \ I I -.002

- i

-.W40 -.O@
G_LJ v/&

.6 .8 1.0 .8 .6 .4
~“nD/v

FIGURE3.—Torqm m@3.ldentsforprope)hr with nacelle done.

J w
v,= ;A+KT.

where
W, the weight of the airplane

A=p arssite drag of airplane

gv
~an equivalent para-

Z

site area
T,, the propeller-thrust coefficient taken from the

charts
K ‘PW
D, propeller diameter in feet
407(l~2s

2. Estimate V= and propeller speed at VT.
3. Using estimated propeller speed, obtain

friction torque from curve of friction torque
against propeller speed, which is assumed to be
available.

4. Calculate Q. from known values of friction
torque and Vr.

5. Project down from value of Q<on curves and
obtain Tc and nD/V.

6. Substitute value of To in equation and
calculati VT.

7. Knowing .D and nD/V, calculate propeller
s-peedusing calculated value of V=.
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8. If the calculated values of Vr and propeller
speed are not the same as the estimated values,
a new estimate must be made and the prockss
repeated.

If the propeller is not of the same form as the one
used ti these tests, an adjustment of the data will of
course be qecessary. For greater accuracy high-tip:
speed and body effects must also be considered. The
effect of high tip speeds may be determined from data
given in reference 6.

The results of the tmmimd-velocity calculations
given in figure 13 show that as the propdler pitoh is
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reduced the termimd velocity drops rapidly to a point
where the blade angle is about 4° at 0.75 radius, after
which, with further decrease of pitch, it rises unless
the revolution speed of the propeller is maintained by
the use of engine power.

The tlighhresearch section of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics haa recently completed
a series of terminal-velocity dive tests upon a military
airplane equipped with a Hamilton Standard ccntroll-
able-pitch propellar. The results of these tests when
published will give more exact information concerning
the effect of propeller-blade angle upon diving
velocities.

BRAKING EFFECT

The braking effect of the propeller may be used to
reduce the landing distance required by an airplane
in the following ways:

1. To increase the amgleof dewmt.
2. To counteract the floating tendency of

clean airplanes.
3. To reduce the landing run.

In landing, a high-pitch propeller produces con-
siderable thrust even at low engine revolution speeds.
The thrust may be greatly reduced by decreasing the
blade angle md the extreme braking eilect may be

-.04

n.Q/v

FIGUBE7.–Negativethrustand torque mxflloients with bhiane cehl% nacelle
Ill *tIan 9.

obtained by reducing the blade angle to a high nega-
tive value and applying engine power to maintain a
V/@ giying the greatest negative thrust. In actual
practice this might be a dangerous procedure if the
airplane were not safely on the ground. In the glide
before landing it would hardly be safe to reduce the
blade imgle below a value giving mdlicientperformance
to enable the airplane to pull off the field again in .
case of an emergancy.

The accurate calculation of the effect of propeller
braking upon the landing run is altogether too lengthy
to be of practical use; however, an estimate may be
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made using the landing-run formula for still air given
by Glauert (reference’7): fn.

where VL is the landing speed in feet per second;

D CD“ the value of these ratios in the landing atti-Z“ZZB
tude; and P is the coefficient of friction between the
landing gear and the ground.

&uming a given reduction in blade angle, an
equivalent additional AC~ may be calculated using

nD/V

~GUi3E S.-Negativethrust and torqtmmellidents with biplane cdhdej nmnlle in
&tion 5.

curves infigure 2 and the lmown characteristics of the
CD-I-Ac. It ~airplane. The new value of D/L is -~

then easy to calculate the length of landing run for
each blade angle using the two values of D/L.

The additional-drag coefficient ACDvark consider-
ably with V/nD, which makes it necessary to use an

. average value to avoid a lengthy integration. The
use of an average coefficient may involve some error
but it is believed that a close approximation to the
correct results may be obtained if the AC= used is
calculated for the V/nD thatexists at the beginning of
the landing run. The calculation of AC. is merely a
transformation hum T..

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

As an illustration, consider the example of an air-
plane with the following characteristics: Landing
speed, 88 feet per second; a 9-foot diameter control-
lable-pitch propeller with a normal high-speed setting
of 22°; wing men of 250 square feet; a D/L or ~~/~h
ratio in the landing position of 0.125. For convenience
a value of P of 0.10 will be used.

The lift coefficient Cl in th’e landing ~osition will
be about 1.4, so that CD= 1.4 xO. 125= 0.176. If
it is assumed that the blade angle for landing has
been reduced to 7°, the average additionaklm.g co-
efficient AT=is about O.125.
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The relation between CDand Tois:
c. 2P 2X9’ 0648
TO-x-m” .

The drag coefficient ACDcorresponding to the addi-
tional-drag coefficient ATO is O.648X O.126= 0.081.
The total drag coefficient in the 7° position will be
0. 175+ O.081 = 0.256. The D/L ratio for the 7°

condition will be ~=0. 183..
If we consider that Glauert’s formula using the

original value of D/L gives the correct landing run
with the blade at 22°, then the landing run with a 7°
blade setting may be obtained by using the new value
of DIL.
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The solution for each blade angle gives 1,080 feet
for the 22° setting and 880 feet for the 7° setting, the
ratio of the two lading runs being 0.82. The reduc-
tion in landing run is perhaps a trifle optimistic
because of the low D/L assumed for the 22° blade
setting, for it is evident that the cleaner the airplane
the greater will be the benefit derived from a reduc-
tion in blade angle.
“ The ratio of the L/D ratios in the landing position

O.125
for the two blade settings is then ~= O.68. It is.
evident that the reduction in the L/D ratio will not
only increase the glide angle but should also effec-
tively eliminate any floating tendency. The combi-
nation of these effects should materially reduce the
length of runway required. The fact that any air-

rLD/V

FKNJBE10.—Negethe tbrnst end torque cmaffiden~ nacelle moonted cmmono-
plene wing-com~te arrves.

plane with a controllable-pitch propeller is very
probably equipped with brakea tends to minimize
the value of the propeller braking efkwt in shortening
the landing run.

DRAG OF LOCKED. IDLING, AND FFtEE-WHEELING PROPEIJ,EFLS

For the purpose of reducing the drag of an idling
propeller it has often been proposed that a “free-
wheeling” clutch be placed upon the propeller shaft
so that the propeller might be disengaged from the
engine while the engine is not in operation. Using
such a device a multi-engined airplane after reaching
its cruising altitude could, it has been proposed, have
one or more engines stopped and could cruise more
economically under reduced power. It has also been
proposed that .in case controllable-pitch propelk%
were being used the dead-engine propellers might ‘be
feathered into the wind and locked, thus eilecting an

additional saving. There has been some doubt as to
whether a free-wheeling propeller actually has less
drag than a locked or idling propeller.

Using the data in iigure 4, such problems may be
solved. The drag of a locked propeller is easily found,
since the drag coefficient remains constant and is equal—
to the thrust coefficient at !$?=O. The coeilicient

may be quickly found horn iigu.re 12. The dr~r
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~QUEE lL–Ne@lve tbrut and torque c@Tlcient$ neceIle monnted on biplane
mIkde-cOm@te carves.

coefficient of a fkee-wheeling propeller also remains
constant since the propeller is operating at nearly zero
torque. It maybe found by projecting down from the
point of zero torque to the appropriate thrust curve.
From an observation of the free-wheeling propeller-
thrust cogdlicientsfor various blade angles in figure 4,
it is noted that, for blade anglas of more than 15° at
0.75 radius, the drag of a free-wheeling propeller is
slightly less than the drag of a locked propeller, whereas
for blade angles less than 15° the drag of a free-wheel-
ing propeller is more than that of a locked propeller.

The drags of dead-engine idling and throttled-engine
idling propellers are much more di.flicult to calculate

-.
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because the thrust coefficient is Merent for each
velocity. A friction~torque curve for the engine must
be at hand because the speed of rotation of the pro-
peller, therefore the thrust coefficient, depends upon
the fkiction ih the engine. In addition to the friction-
torque curve a throttled-power curve must be had for
the calculation of the drag of a throttled+wgine idling
propeller. These data being available, the determina-
tion of propeller drag for the idling propellers resolve9
itself into a .cuhnd-tq process.

The results of calculations for a typical example
follow. The airplane in this example is assumed to
have -a 250-homepower engine. Friction-torque and
throttled-power curves for this engine were assumed
but will not be shown here.
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The throttled en’tie was assumed to be throttled to
a point giving 35o ~.p.m. at zero velocity. From this
table it appeam that in most cases a free-wheeling pro-
peller would have some advantage over a locked or an
idling propeller, except where the blade of the locked
propelkr has been feathered into the wind.

In this example the dead-engine idling propeller
absorbs 27 horsepower at 100 miles per hour; the free-
wheeling propeller, 16 horsepower; and the locked pro-
peller set 88°, only 1); horsepower.

At some speed between 25 and 50 miles per hour the
aerodynamic torque of the dead-engine propeller
becomes insufficient to overcome the friction torque of
the engine, and the propeller stops. Below this speed
the drag is the same as that for a locked propeller.

Although the number of uses for negative propeller
thrust has been greatly increased by the development
of the controllabl-pitch propeller, the uses are still
relatively few. An attempt has been made in the pre-
ceding paragraphs to indicate some of the problems in
this field and to sh6w how the data in this report may
be used in their solution.

1204 ~ ; I I I I I I I J/70
4 8 12 16 2J 24

Blade mgle at O. 75R, G%qees

FIOUBE13.—The perfemiancn fn a Wmnfn81-vekwftydive of an afrplane having
the bnowfng eharaeterktks: Gross wefght, 2@l pomI@ @e, MI horr.wower
at 2ZWr.pm; pmx, 441Zdfameter 9 feet. Eqolvalent rm’arftearea (D#d
11.4Sqrlemfret.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The negative thrust of a propeller is considerably
Effectedby the shape and size of the body behind it.

2. Through the range of blade angles covered in these
tests,themainmmnegative-thrust coefficient increases
with decrease in blade angle.

3. For blade angles below 7° it is necessary to use
mgine power to obtain the greatest negative thrust.

4. The drag of a free-wheeling propeller is slightly
.essthan that of a locked propeller in the normal range
)f blad”e-angle settings.

5. The drag of a locked propeller maybe greatly re-
luced by feathering it into the wind.

LANGLEY ME~ORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONUADVISORY COLMWJE FOR AERONAUTICIS,

LANGLEY FIELD,vA.,May %?, 1933,
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